In mixed strategy 2×2 population games, the realization of maximum entropy (Maxent) is of the theoretical expectation. We evaluate this theoretical prediction in the experimental economics game data. The data includes 12 treatments and 108 experimental sessions in which the random match human subjects pairs make simultaneous strategy moves repeated 200 rounds. Main results are (1) We confirm that experimental entropy value fit the prediction from Maxent well; and (2) In small proportion samples, distributions are deviated from Maxent expectations; interesting is that, the deviated patterns are significant more concentrated. These experimental finding could enhance the understanding of social game behavior with the natural science ruleMaxent.
Introduction
for future investigations relates to Maxent -a hub in interdisciplinary. 23 The main aim of this paper is testing Maxent in experimental popula-24 tion 2×2 games. Randomizing and independence in mixed strategy systems 25 is game theoretician expectation [14] , meanwhile, randomizing and indepen- 26 dence will lead to the realization of Maxent [15] . In an ideal (explanations 27 see Section 2.1) mixed strategy experimental data set from ref. [16] , we find 
Experiments and Data

42
Mixed strategy 2×2 game is one of the most fundamental and the sim-43 plest game used widely from student textbooks to frontier research in inter-44 disciplinary. To investigate the performance of Maxent in human subjects 45 social interaction systems, using this kind of experimental game data to is 46 natural. The data we use in this report comes from Selten and Chmura's experiments [16] .
48
The experiments contain 12 games, 6 constant sum games, and 6 noncon-49 stant sum games. Games were run with 12 independent subject groups for 50 each constant sum game and 6 independent subject groups for each noncon- 
The reasons to choose this data set are (1) The games being mixed strat-63 egy, so randomization and independence social outcomes can be expected.
64
(2) The unique equilibrium, so each sample has its own observation mean; (Middle) Experimental distribution, data from the Game-3 with 2400 observations, red star is the mean observation (Ō) [16] . (Right) Theoretical distribution from Maxent with the red star (Ō) servicing as the given constraints for the Game-3 [16] . Numerical labels are the observations. Sufficient samples for there are 108 groups samples, so the confidence of the 67 results could be expected; (5) The distribution of mixed strategy Nash equi-68 librium in strategy space is uniform, so the samples from the data could also 69 be less bias for evaluating social performance. These characters make this 70 data set to be ideal and the unique for Maxent investigation.
71
As subjects (Players X or players Y ) do not change their roles in a game, 72 subjects in each role can be modeled as a population. So, these games can be Table 2 referring to Table 1 . 
Presentation of Social State
80
A two-population game's outcomes can be presented in a unit square 81 strategy space [17, 18] or in a discrete state lattice [19, 20] , 1} ⊗ {0, , 1}, and ) is a state.
88
At each round, one observation is gained. So in data, for each treatment observations. All observations distribute in the 25 dots lattice.
91
Motivation of using social state presentation is in two aspects. First,
92
instead of concern the diversity of individual behavior, we concern the per- rounds.
107
The entropy (S) can be calculated with a given distribution. Recall that, 108 the original metric for entropy is
in which k is an element in the individual sequential states set whose in-110 dependent element number is 2 8 ; and γ is the potential information in one 111 fundamental observation [22] . This point differs from ref. [10, 11] and should 112 be discussed last paragraph in Section 5.1. In social state presentation, the 113 entropy can be expressed as
here, D ij is the degeneracy of state ( Experimental mean observation (Ō) can be calculated from (O ij ) as
in which ρ ij is the density of state at ( 
in which N is the population size (N=4 in our case), C ) is C Eq. 2 and Eq. 4, theoretical expected entropy (S t ) can be obtained. 
Approximate estimators of the goodness of fit of Maxent
132
On entropy view, the approximate criterion to test the goodness of Jaynes experiment S e can be expressed as [24] 138
in which S t is evaluated from Maxent; Meanwhile, △S can be calculated by
in which (1 − F ) is the upper tail area (denoted as p := 1 − F called as 
Here O ij (E ij ) is the experimental (theoretical) distribution and is given by Eq. 2 (Eq. 4).
151
One point needs to emphasis. 
Results
168
To test the fit within the Maxent expectations and the experimental re-169 sults, the two observable (1) entropy and (2) distribution are used. Results
170
and the supporting materials are reported following. 
Experimental Entropy and Precision of Maxent prediction
Experimental entropy values can be calculated from the experimental 173 distribution (Eq. 2). Meanwhile, the theoretical entropy can be calculated 174 using the mean observation (Ō) and Eq. 2 with Eq. 4. 
178
Numerical results of the accuracy for the 108 sessions is shown in Table 3 ; Table 2 . So,
182
we comes to the conclusion that, prediction of the Maxent suggestion is 183 supported in experimental economics data at accuracy about 0.020 ± 0.002 184 level (see the last raw in Table 2 ). In words, in view of entropy values in the 185 samples, the experimental entropy meets the Maxent prediction well. 
186
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Discussion and Conclusion
215
Maxent has being developed since 1970s to interpret or model the social 216 outcome distributions [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 3, 2] . This report provides, firstly, the lab- cant (shown in Fig. 4.2) . Before interpreting the theoretical and experimental 222 implication, we discuss the experimetric used above. 
Experimetric Technologies
224
In social state presentation, the sequential states, whose social propor-225 tions are same, is pooled to one social states. This presentation has been 226 widely used for investigate social evolution [17, 18, 21, 13, 19, 20] . Our in- Table 2 and 
Implication on Theory
249
In mixed strategy game, randomizing using each pure strategy in a certain
250
proportion and playing independent -these are the fundamental prediction 251 of game theory [14] . Meanwhile, in randomization and independence behav-252 iors system, Maxent is a promising [15] or as a prior [3] . Using human subjects 
256
Maxent could help for game theory. Mixed strategy Nash equilibrium is 257 remarkably supported in experiments [21, 18] . However, the mixing is still 258 problem (e.g., Ch.6 [25] ). Proposal are are developed -like purification [26] , 
Implication in Experimental Economics
267
Entropy measurement has been shown its useful, e.g., ditinguishing the 268 coordination in games [11, 10] 
